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BACKGROUND
§

§

DATA ANNOTATION TOOL

Object detection and tracking are widely
used research and an important branch in deep
learning and computer vision; research in this
field has developed rapidly
Parcel industry, USPS, Amazon, and DHL, for
instance, receive millions of packages daily
and current delivery process is semi-automated.

OPTIMIZING ACCURACY
§ Hungarian Algorithm: also known as Kuhn
Munkres algorithm, is an algorithm for
combinatorial optimization that solves the
assignment problem in polynomial time with
two possible ways to formulate the problem,
(i) as a matrix or (ii) as a bipartite graph.

Figure: Ground Truth Data (left), Human Annotated Ground Truth Data (right)

OBJECT DETECTION & TRACKING
§
§
§

Problem Statement: Package/parcel detection
and tracking are more challenging with
overlapping in conveyor belt
Performance benchmarks are yet to proven
robust and industry standard accuracy in parcel
detection and tracking
Ground Truth Data are not 100% accurate. As a
result, performance benchmark model unable
to track object with robust accuracy.

METHODS

CONCLUSIONS
§ Current Essence: Developed two software

Figure: accuracy with SIFT feature matching (left) initial accuracy of performance benchmarks (Right)

FINAL FINDINGS

§ Data Annotation: Ground Truth Data and
Human Annotated Ground Truth Data
§ Dataset: Contains 1000 and 5000 sequential
images and same number of JSON files
§ Performance Benchmarks: Euclidian Distance,
Intersection over Union, SIFT
§ Accuracy Optimization: Hungarian Algorithm

by Implementing performance benchmarks for
object detection and tracking.
§ Human annotated ground truth data allow to
prepare ~100% accurate dataset. We achieved
a combined and optimized accuracy
throughout 1021 dataset: ~99.5%
§ Future Direction: to develop large scale and
industry standard applications.
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Figure: Euclidean Distance (left), Intersection over Union (IoU)-right
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Figure: final accuracy of object detection and tracking (left) visualizing the accuracy (Right)
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